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Executive Summary

Social and emotional learning is a topic of increasing focus in the education sector. Though definitions and terminology vary, at its core this trend reflects an increased interest among educators, administrators, parents, and other stakeholders in students’ development of individual and interpersonal skills beyond the realm of academic achievement.

Across existing research literature and among arts educators there is widespread belief that artistic disciplines including music, dance, theatre, visual arts, literary arts, and media arts have a positive effect on children’s and adolescents’ social-emotional development. This project investigates the relationship between arts education and social-emotional learning and develops a theory of action describing the nature of that relationship.

This project consists of two components: a review of literature on this topic and an interview-based fieldwork component with educators, administrators, students, and parents in Chicago Public Schools. Our literature review highlights the strength of the research into arts education and social-emotional learning with regard to focused, qualitative case studies and the gaps with regard to experimental or randomized control trials. Combining this arts-specific research with multidisciplinary literature on child and adolescent development and insights from our fieldwork interviews, we propose a theory of action that describes how arts learning experiences have the potential to promote young people’s development of social-emotional competencies.

Our theory of action starts from the premise that each large-scale art education process (e.g., taking piano lessons, putting on a theatrical production, or doing a lesson on graffiti) consists of many smaller-scale actions (e.g., practicing a piece for a recital, rehearsing a scene, or choosing statements to express through graffiti). We argue that each of these small-scale actions, or art practices, also includes social-emotional components. To offer just one example for each, the piano practice could include using breathing and mindfulness to deal with performance anxiety, the theatre rehearsal could include working with other students to accomplish a goal with minimal adult supervision, and thinking about expression in graffiti could prompt students to reflect on the feelings about events going on in their lives. Just as the art practices themselves are the building blocks of long-term art competencies (e.g., skill at playing the piano, performing a play, or creating graffiti), the social-emotional components are the building blocks of long-term social-emotional competencies (e.g., improved emotional self-regulation, responsibility and awareness of peers’ emotional states, and confidence in expressing complex ideas stemming from personal thoughts and feelings). Our theory emphasizes that the artistic and social-emotional aspects are always happening simultaneously and that, just as a student can learn good or bad piano habits, she can learn good or bad social-emotional habits. Just as the art practices must be cultivated into long-term art competencies through guidance and instruction, the social-emotional components of these activities must be cultivated into long-term social-emotional competencies.
This report has three sections. The first describes our theory of action in greater detail, emphasizing the developmental effects of arts education. The second section surveys evidence in three areas of social-emotional development: self-management and discipline, interpersonal and relationship skills, and self-expression and identity. It also provides illustrative examples of the theory of action drawn from literature and our fieldwork interviews. The third and final section describes practical implications of this work and suggests areas for further research.

Our conclusions are relevant to both the practitioner and policymaking levels. First, exposure to a range of arts opportunities is crucial in helping students to identify and engage with learning contexts that will fit their own social-emotional needs. Second, arts education has social-emotional effects regardless of instructor intent—and these effects can be either positive or negative. It is crucial for educators to be intentional in the social-emotional contexts they create through their lessons. Third, while we argue that arts education is particularly well-suited to social-emotional development for a variety of reasons, it is by no means unique in this regard. There are lessons that educators in non-arts subjects can draw from the mechanisms whereby arts learning has a positive social-emotional impact on children and adolescents.

Overall, this report emphasizes that arts education settings are sites of great potential. Learning literary or media arts, visual arts, theatre, dance, or music has great intrinsic benefits for young people, as they are exposed to creative humanistic experiences and the potential for rigorous skill development. However, with deliberate planning and awareness, a skilled instructor can shape these lessons into spaces for deep and lasting development of those young people’s social and emotional skills and well-being.

To download an electronic version of this report and to view a technical appendix, please visit: https://ingenuity-inc.org/ArtsEd-SEL-Research
https://consortium.uchicago.edu/publications/arts-education-and-social-emotional-learning-outcomes-among-k-12-students
ARTS EDUCATION AND SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES AMONG K–12 STUDENTS: DEVELOPING A THEORY OF ACTION

INTRODUCTION

I think that arts, in a lot of ways, really lend themselves to expression and independence and voice, which under different terms are all parts of social-emotional learning. And so I think there's a very, very natural sort of relationship with the arts and expression. And developing some of those skills—heart, mind and work, compassion, or kindness—because of the way we teach arts here, it involves a lot of collaboration, a lot of partnership and team building, [as well as] demonstrations of what you know. There's a lot of engagement with other people in order to really understand that what you're doing is correct or that you're working toward a goal.

— Arts educator in the Chicago Public Schools

Schools have long played a critical role in preparing students to be productive members of society in adulthood. Over the past few decades, this role has been largely defined in academic terms—ensuring that students have learned the knowledge and skills they need to be successful in college and career. In this context, the value of arts education in school has most often been framed as an instrument to enhance school engagement and academic learning, either indirectly through connections between an arts education and academic outcomes, or directly through incorporating arts curricula with instruction in other subjects (i.e., arts integration).

At the same time, a growing movement is advocating for the idea that the outcomes we ultimately care about in our children reflect a broader set of concerns related to social-emotional development: Are they good and kind people? Are they contributing members of their families and their communities? Are they able to set goals and pursue their dreams? Are they productive, helpful people in the workplace?

The benefits of broadening our understanding of the developmental outcomes of schooling go beyond the individual to contributing to the larger social fabric. In a country that is both rich in diversity and deeply divided socially and politically, with stark and widening economic inequality, many are calling upon schools to teach empathy, social responsibility, civic engagement, and the skills to communicate with one another across differences. Employers and higher education administrators are also emphasizing the importance of “21st century” or “college- and career-ready” skills such as innovation, collaboration, perseverance, and critical

---

3 Ludwig, Marklein, & Song (2016); Burnaford, Brown, Doherty, & McLaughlin (2007); Deasy (2002).
4 Borba (2018); Kudo & Hartley (2017); Rivkin (2009); Spencer-Keyse (2018).
thinking in young people for success in the workplace and in college. We are interested here in understanding how arts education can influence the development of this broad set of competencies and attributes that we consider under the umbrella “social and emotional” learning.

In addition to the development of particular competencies as desired outcomes of learning, researchers from a range of disciplines have demonstrated that the process of student learning is inextricably social and emotional. Learning in the arts is no exception. Whether in school or out of school, in self-directed learning or through peer-to-peer interactions, the arts provide a wide range of opportunities for social-emotional experiences as well as developing social-emotional competencies. Some arts education experiences culminate in a polished product or performance meant to be shared; others emphasize the process of creating art performances or products. Sometimes, arts education is viewed as a means of instilling discipline and tenacity by teaching students the exacting requirements of mastering new ballet positions or learning to play runs on the saxophone while instilling the importance of practice. Arts education is also seen as a vehicle for self-expression, helping students explore aspects of their identity and express emotions that are not encouraged at other times in the school day. And some arts education provides opportunities for collaboration and building social skills, for example through being part of a theatre production or a member of an orchestra.

This report examines the intersection of arts education and social-emotional development. We use the lens of social-emotional learning to examine and articulate how arts education, beyond its intrinsic value, can help young people develop into productive, emotionally healthy, and engaged adults. Arts education has a role to play not only in building artistic skills, but also in building critical competencies and mindsets that can be transferred to other subject areas, and as an important part of the overall development of young people. This report investigates how an education in the arts can help achieve these objectives.

Overview of Report

A primary goal of this project is to propose a theory of action describing the role arts education can play in children’s social-emotional development and the mechanisms by which arts education can affect social-emotional competencies. We intend that this theory of action will provide a clearer understanding to support adults in organizing arts education experiences that more intentionally provide opportunities for social-emotional development.

To this end, the focus of our model is on how arts education fosters social-emotional development. Though many practitioners feel that arts education has a transformative effect on students’ personal development, we examine the evidence base for these claims and work toward a better understanding of the mechanisms by which arts education might have an impact. While we believe that art—and consequently an education in the arts—matters for its own sake, the aim of this theory of action is to give adults insights to help them be more intentional in leveraging arts education toward social-emotional development.

To conduct this research, we did an extensive review of research literature and held focus groups and interviews with key participants in the arts education process. We talked to arts teachers, teaching artists, arts administrators, and students and their families, to get a picture of how they conceptualize the role that arts education plays in social-emotional development. We interviewed both arts teachers (arts educators on the staff of a K-12 school who usually have education degrees and/or state certification) and teaching artists (arts educators who are not formal members of a school faculty, but have professional experience in the art form they teach) to ensure that we captured a range of perspectives on approaches to teaching in the arts. We also took a deep look at the literature on arts education to evaluate the evidence, based on its effects on social-emotional learning, particularly in school and after-school settings. Across the research literature, we found much belief and conjecture that arts education contributes to children’s and adolescents’ social-emotional development. Like previous reviews of the literature, however, we found few studies that were generalizable or sufficiently rigorous to make strong empirical claims about a direct contribution of the arts to social-emotional outcomes as a matter of course.

A large percentage of available studies looking at social-emotional outcomes in arts education were qualitative examinations of a particular art program in a particular setting, drawing from researcher observations and participant interviews. Also common were correlational studies.
studies using self-report surveys in which arts program participants reported higher levels of social-emotional competencies than non-participants. Unfortunately, most of these studies lacked sufficient controls or failed to address concerns with self-selection, and few studies used quasi-experimental methods or randomized control trials that could identify causal effects. Further, almost all studies focused on art programs as the unit of analysis rather than attending to the mechanisms whereby a particular art form or type of artistic practice led to specific social-emotional outcomes. In short, existing studies do not provide evidence that would allow us to draw a reliable line between any particular art practice and a corresponding social-emotional outcome.

That being said, the evidence taken as a whole does suggest that the arts have an important role to play in supporting the social-emotional development of children and youth. We provide examples of studies that connected arts participation to social-emotional outcomes, as well as examples from our fieldwork that made similar connections. Importantly, we draw on earlier reviews of the broad, multidisciplinary literature on child and adolescent development to hypothesize how arts education may well provide a particularly powerful context for young people’s social-emotional learning.

We have organized the results of this knowledge collection into a theory of action that describes the role arts education can play in children’s social-emotional development and the mechanisms by which arts education can affect social-emotional competencies. Our primary aim for this theory of action is to illuminate for practitioners how arts education can best foster social-emotional development—and consequently to help practitioners be more thoughtful and intentional in their design of arts curricula. Though arts education can be a powerful force in supporting students’ social-emotional development, a major takeaway from this project is that this does not happen automatically. Even where we saw evidence of arts education having significant effects on social-emotional development, there was much variation in outcomes among participants and across settings. In some circumstances, the effects of arts participation can be negative: Young people may feel deeply exposed or ashamed, or come away convinced that they lack creativity or artistic talent. They may well go through life purposefully avoiding future situations involving visual arts, music, theatre, dance, or other art forms that they associate with these painful feelings. This is not to say that arts instructors should shy away from uncomfortable or challenging content or situations—indeed, providing challenge in a safe space is one of the catalytic opportunities available in arts education. Rather, we hope our theory of action helps practitioners to better understand how arts education can contribute to long-term social-emotional outcomes so arts educators act responsibly and effectively to create powerful learning experiences that serve the best interests of their students’ long-term development.

We have divided this report into three chapters. In the first chapter, we describe our theory of action and highlight the principles of developmental experiences and developmental relationships that underlie it. The next chapter explores what this theory looks like in practice through three lenses on social-emotional development: self-management and discipline, interpersonal and relationship skills, and self-expression and identity. In the final chapter, we provide implications of the theory of action for practice and suggest areas where further research is needed.
INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 1

Arts Education and Social-Emotional Learning: A Theory of Action

**Human learning is a deeply, fundamentally social and emotional process.** Researchers across a broad range of disciplines (e.g., cognitive, developmental, and social psychology; neurobiology; epigenetics; education; youth development; linguistics; sociology; economics) are coming to consensus about the deep interconnections among cognitive, emotional, and social-relational aspects of human functioning, which together form the bedrock of learning and development.\(^1\) Much recent research demonstrates the interconnected nature of learning: from experimental studies showing the importance of human interaction for early language recognition in infants (a phenomenon that can’t be replicated by exposing infants to audio recordings of human voices without a physical human speaker present);\(^2\) to research demonstrating that college students’ perceptions of their environments impacts their academic performance;\(^3\) to longitudinal studies that identify a boost to learning that comes from a student of color having a teacher of the same race;\(^4\) to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technologies that show real-time connections between emotions and thinking in the human brain. These studies largely support what great arts educators and arts theorists have long intuited: that learning is a social and emotional enterprise.\(^5\) It is within this rich and complex social context of learning that we examine the role of arts education in children’s and adolescents’ social-emotional development.

An especially useful framework for understanding how arts education can help develop social-emotional competencies comes from a comprehensive report from the University of Chicago Consortium on School Research (UCSChicago Consortium), *Foundations for Young Adult Success: A Developmental Framework*. Two critical concepts in this report—which was compiled through an expansive review of literature, expert interviews, and several regional and national convenings—are particularly helpful in better understanding how arts education might influence social-emotional development: 1) That the way children and youth develop competencies, beliefs, and behaviors is through developmental experiences—opportunities to act in the world and reflect on their experiences; and 2) experiences are most influential in shaping the course of development when they take place within the context of strong, supportive, and sustained developmental relationships with important adults and peers.\(^6\)

**Developmental Experiences and Relationships**

Developmental experiences are opportunities for children and adolescents to gain exposure to and act in the world, and to reflect on their experiences. Social-emotional competencies, like virtually all aspects of human development, depend upon experiential opportunities to bring them forth. As children and youth observe their environments, interact with others, and make sense of their experiences, they build not only their knowledge and skills, but an understanding of themselves, other people, and the wider world. Further, they develop habitual patterns of behavior, thought, and feeling in response to their perceptions and interpretations. This is the natural process of learning and development, both in and out of school. In this way, richer, more frequent, and more varied opportunities for action and reflection support young people’s social, emotional, and academic development.

---

1 Cantor et al. (2018); Jones & Kahn (2017); Immordino-Yang (2016).
4 Dee (2005); Egalite, Kisida, & Winters (2015).
5 Dewey (1954).
6 Nagaoka et al. (2015); Search Institute (2014).
Developmental Experiences: How Arts Education Activities Can Build Social-Emotional Competencies

In this report, we draw on *Foundations for Young Adult Success: A Developmental Framework*, and its concepts of developmental experiences and developmental relationships. Consortium researchers identified 10 developmental experiences that were particularly powerful contributors to youth learning and development, including the development of social-emotional competencies. These 10 developmental experiences include five action experiences (encountering, tinkering, choosing, practicing, and contributing) and five reflection experiences (describing, evaluating, connecting, envisioning, and integrating). Evidence from a range of disciplines suggests that the more students have the opportunities to engage in these types of experiences, the more developmentally healthy and successful they will be.

**FIGURE A. ACTION AND REFLECTION EXPERIENCES**

Applying this developmental framework, we can see that arts education may provide particularly powerful opportunities for social-emotional development. Across a variety of art forms (e.g., music, dance, theatre, visual arts), students have opportunities to encounter new roles, materials, and concepts as well as models of expert technique. They are able to tinker and experiment with these new roles, materials, and ideas. Art settings usually offer young people many opportunities for choice in how they want to participate or express themselves, which materials to work with, how to apply color, or how to approach a scene. Opportunities for practice are likewise abundant, whether in practicing a piece of music, rehearsing a play or a set of dance steps, singing scales to warm up vocal cords, or making pencil sketches before embarking on a new painting. Finally, arts education offers young people myriad opportunities to contribute to something greater than themselves, including larger collective efforts such as a band concert or theatre production, or to express and contribute their views on important social issues.

In addition to these five action experiences, arts education also provides multiple opportunities for students to engage in reflection experiences and make meaning of their work and their engagement in the artistic process. The reflection experiences that arts education commonly affords include opportunities for young people to describe their work or their motivations or processes in creating it, as well as to evaluate and critique the work of other artists, including their peers. Likewise, across art forms there are ample opportunities for children and youth to connect their own emotions, experiences, or artistic work to the emotions, experiences, or works of others; to envision finished products before they are brought into being or to envision themselves as working artists in the future; and to integrate their artistic experiences and identities into a larger vision of themselves. These powerful opportunities for reflection enable young people to make meaning of their artistic endeavors in ways that can be transformative and enduring.

The 10 developmental experiences in the Consortium framework, applied here to arts education, were drawn from two large bodies of literature: 1) Studies in neurobiology and epigenetics describing how neural connections are created and neural pathways strengthened in the brain during childhood and adolescence; and 2) Studies across a variety of disciplines (cognitive science, philosophy, education, social psychology) focused on how people learn and make meaning of experience. In this report, particularly through our review of the empirical literature on arts education, we used this framework to guide our investigation of how arts experiences might contribute to the social-emotional development of children and youth.

---

* Nagaoka et al. (2015).
Strong, supportive, and sustained developmental relationships with important adults and peers are critical to making meaning out of developmental experiences and encouraging “young people to reflect on their experiences and help them to interpret those experiences in ways that expand their sense of themselves and their horizons.” All educators are in powerful positions to influence the kinds of experiences that young people have within a learning setting as well as the way they make sense of those experiences as they grow socially and emotionally. How a student perceives any particular learning environment and learning task (e.g., how supportive the environment is, how attuned the teacher is to the student’s particular needs, how relevant the task is) influences the way the student chooses to engage in learning activities and the extent to which the student puts forth effort or takes risks. Student effort and engagement, in turn, influence the extent to which students reap the developmental benefits of any given experience.

This suggests that particular competencies (e.g., perseverance, a good work ethic, or an outgoing attitude) are not necessarily something a student has or doesn’t have, but rather are potentialities that can be brought forth in response to an environment. While a teacher cannot be expected to control all elements of a student’s environment—the contexts in which arts education happens include much that is beyond a teacher’s control—teachers can play an important role in shaping the response a student has to this environment. A student with a teacher who truly cares about them or a subject that truly captivates them might feel what it is like to be inspired to persevere through difficult work, where another student with the same potential may not be so fortunate to experience relationships or conditions that inspire their best effort.

Without positive developmental experiences and the developmental relationships that help a young person take advantage of them, their potential competencies, abilities, and ways of being might lie dormant, unexpressed and undiscovered. Note that this concept of dormant potential suggested by a growing body of research literature is very different from a pervasive view of students as empty vessels to be filled with knowledge and skills. Rather than young people needing to be “taught” perseverance or empathy, we would instead ask what opportunities a given setting or activity provides to draw forth these social-emotional competencies waiting in potentia. It is with this set of understandings that we consider the role of arts education in social-emotional development.

**A Theory of Action for Arts Education and the Development of Social-Emotional Competencies**

Developmental experiences and developmental relationships are foundational concepts in understanding how social-emotional learning happens. In this section, we draw on those concepts to present a theory of action that describes how arts education can play a role in the development of social-emotional competencies that enable young people to interact productively with others, build and express a healthy sense of self and community, and work effectively toward their goals.

Too often, there is a kind of “black-box” thinking about the connection between arts education and social-emotional learning that obscures, rather than sheds light on, how arts education can influence these outcomes. Arts education experiences are frequently described in ways that suggest they have certain ineffable qualities that magically produce social-emotional learning in young people. One of our goals in presenting this theory of action is to crack open this black box. The theory is intentionally very flexible; it is intended to support arts educators—and educators in other curricular areas—who are interested in better understanding how their work can play a constructive role in youth social-emotional development.

The Consortium framework on developmental experiences and relationships suggests that arts education does provide particularly rich opportunities for social-emotional development. Arts educators have an important role to play in social-emotional development, in part, because arts education is commonly believed to provide different ways of accessing and developing social-emotional competencies (e.g., empathy, perseverance, self-awareness) than is the case in other academic areas. That is, these commonly held cultural beliefs about the arts as emotional and spiritual may cue particular competencies even more in arts-related settings than in other settings (e.g., a theatre class may be more likely than a math or history class to bring forth a student’s more extraverted side).

18 Farrington et al. (2012); Farrington, Porter, & Klugman (forthcoming).
19 Allensworth et al. (2018).
20 Cantar et al. (2018); Richardson (2017).
What is Arts Education?

For the purposes of this paper, we define “arts education” as teaching and learning in one or more art forms. Though we focus on what happens in formal and informal classroom instruction, this definition also includes informal teacher-student interactions, peer-to-peer settings, and even self-directed learning. We see “arts education” as an umbrella term that encompasses a wide variety of disciplines, art forms, and practices. In Illinois, these are currently defined as:

- Visual arts
- Music
- Dance
- Theatre
- Media arts

illinoisartslearning.org

In other points in history, art forms have been aligned in different ways. For example, the main operative distinction between art forms throughout much of the 20th century was between fine arts and performing arts; music and math were closely aligned in the medieval university curriculum.
Art Practices and Social-Emotional Components

To better understand how the developmental experiences of arts education may provide opportunities for social-emotional development, we must first unpack the umbrella term of “arts education.” To do this productively, we must look beyond the common preliminary step of specifying the main arts discipline in which an experience occurs. Rather, to understand how arts education can impact social-emotional development, we argue it is first necessary to be quite specific in describing the art practices that make up an arts education experience. It is these art practices that have the potential to foster social-emotional development.

Art practices are the individual activities that students engage in as part of an arts process, class, or experience, including action experiences (encountering, tinkering, choosing, practicing, and contributing) and reflection experiences (describing, evaluating, connecting, envisioning, and integrating). We use the term art practices to refer to the particular art-related experiences a young person has in a given moment in a given setting, as opposed to the educational experience and broader curricular goals of which that art practice is a part. Examples of art practices might include learning a new brushstroke technique as part of a visual arts program, rehearsing a musical passage as part of an orchestra class, or going through a warm-up exercise in advance of a play rehearsal. Any art program will offer opportunities for students to engage in multiple art practices over time, and perhaps several different art practices even within one lesson.

Art practices can vary widely from one art form to another and from one phase of artistic development to another. The particular art practices that might be relevant as warm-up exercises in preparation for a rehearsal of Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing might be very different from those that are relevant in preparation for a rehearsal of August Wilson’s Fences. The art practices students engage in during a painting class may be entirely different than either of these. Art practices also vary depending on a participant’s age and level of experience in the art form—much different practices are relevant for first-graders than for seniors in high school.

The list of art practices that may be part of a curriculum is vast. For illustrative purposes, we summarize this list in Figure 1 using the four major artistic processes defined in the National Core Arts Standards (creating, performing/presenting/producing, responding, and connecting) and the five arts disciplines that are part of the Illinois Arts Learning Standards (visual arts, music, dance, theatre, and media arts).

FIGURE 1. ART PRACTICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Creating</th>
<th>Performing/Presenting/Producing</th>
<th>Responding</th>
<th>Connecting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THEATRE</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Theatre" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Theatre" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Theatre" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Theatre" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANCE</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Dance" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Dance" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Dance" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Dance" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISUAL ARTS</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Visual Arts" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Visual Arts" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Visual Arts" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Visual Arts" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSIC</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Music" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Music" /></td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Music" /></td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Music" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA ARTS</td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Media Arts" /></td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="Media Arts" /></td>
<td><img src="image19" alt="Media Arts" /></td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="Media Arts" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21 Notwithstanding the importance of specificity, we use the term “arts education” in this report in recognition of the reality that the concept has become an organizing principle for an entire field of practice and research.


24 Released in 2014, the National Core Arts Standards is a process that guides educators in providing a unified quality arts education for students in Pre-K through high school (see https://www.nationalartsstandards.org/); the Illinois Arts Learning Standards is Illinois’ implementation of arts learning standards that reflect best practices and identify what is important for students to know and be able to do in dance, media arts, music, theatre, and visual arts (see http://illinoisartslearning.org)
Building on the idea that, at its core, human learning is a deeply, fundamentally social and emotional process, we argue that each art practice has a social-emotional component. The social-emotional component is the relational, meaning-making, and self-management aspect of the art process, class, or experience that can be shaped by both action experiences (encountering, tinkering, choosing, practicing, and contributing) and opportunities for reflection (describing, evaluating, connecting, envisioning, and integrating). The social-emotional component is a distinctive characteristic of the art practice that provides opportunities for students to develop and exercise particular social-emotional competencies while engaging in that art practice.

Just as the list of art practices that may be part of a curriculum is vast, so is the list of social-emotional components of those art practices. For illustrative purposes, and as explained in more detail in Chapter 2, we summarize in Figure 2 three main domains of social-emotional competencies that are developed and exercised through the social-emotional components of art practices: self-management and discipline (intrapersonal); social and relationship skills (interpersonal); and self-expression and identity.

FIGURE 2. SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL COMPETENCIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-management and Self-Discipline</th>
<th>Interpersonal and Relationship Skills</th>
<th>Self-expression and Identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In much the same way an art practice provides opportunities for young people to build one or more art competencies, the social-emotional component of that art practice provides opportunities for young people to build one or more social-emotional competencies. For example, the art practice of peer critique of students’ self-portraits in a visual arts class might have complementary social-emotional components such as opportunities to develop listening skills, practice at communicating clearly with peers, and manage emotions. The art practice of learning a new brushstroke technique might have complementary components that build social-emotional competencies such as building self-control, focusing one’s attention, and building self-confidence and a positive identity.

Each art practice has a social-emotional component; it is simultaneously an arts activity AND a social-emotional activity.

These examples illustrate that, in the same way art practices can vary widely from one art form to another, the complementary social-emotional components of these art practices can vary as well. Any individual art practice may afford opportunities to work on several social-emotional components, depending on the circumstances and the way that art practice is framed by the arts instructor or understood by the student. And, as with the art practices themselves, the connected social-emotional components also depend in part on the age of the learners. We can visualize these connections for an art practice associated with a theatre performance as shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. EACH ART PRACTICE HAS SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL COMPONENT(S)

Art Education Process

At any given moment, a particular art practice and its complementary social-emotional components are the things students do. We observe students practicing a new sculpting technique and see that, in the process, they practice concentration and focus. Or we observe students rehearsing a scene in a play multiple times and, in the process, observe them learning and practicing how to identify and respond to others’ emotions. Each of these moments is part of a larger art education process in which the learner is participating. By this, we mean the broader arc or cycle of artistic activity at the level of a program, curriculum, or course.

As illustrated in Figure 4, each large-scale art education process—creating a mural, staging a play, performing a dance piece—is made up of many small-scale art practices: painting a figure’s eyes, rehearsing a scene, learning a dance step. Thus we would use “art education
process” to describe the full arc of working with a group of students on the planning and executing of a school mural project or the choreography, practicing, and performing of a new dance program.

These small-scale art education practices and larger-scale art education processes are particular instances of developmental experiences. As such, they may also be iterative: each small practice and each larger process can build on the ones that came before. They are likely to be mutually reinforcing and cumulative. Over time, these many interlocking layers of art and social-emotional learning yield a multi-textured set of outcomes and points of inflection—moments where students have opportunities to learn new skills and make new choices that, with continued repetition and practice, may turn into ingrained skills and habits of mind.

**Art and Social-Emotional Competencies**

If art practices and their accompanying social-emotional components are the things students do in the context of an art education process, we can think of art competencies and social-emotional competencies as longer-term outcomes of that process—the skills and ingrained habits of mind that students develop (to a greater or lesser degree) through their participation in that art education process. An art competency refers to the artistic knowledge and skills a student develops as a result of their participation in an art education process and/or practice over time. For example, students who participate in a series of auditions, rehearsals, and performances as part of a chorus will engage in multiple art practices along the way. Each of these will contribute to them developing a new set of art competencies; following the prior example, these might include vocal range, stage presence, and the ability to perform in front of a crowd.

The main focus of our interest here, however, is the social-emotional competencies that students develop as the result of longer-term participation in an art education process. A social-emotional competency is a set of one or more social or emotional skills, beliefs, habits, or behaviors that has been reinforced as the result of repeated developmental experiences (social-emotional components) during an art education process. That is, the social-emotional components of art practices, repeated over time and in varied contexts, will have an effect on the social-emotional competencies that students have at the conclusion of an art education process.

**FIGURE 4. ART EDUCATION PROCESSES ARE COMPRISED OF MULTIPLE ART PRACTICES**
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FIGURE 5. THEORY OF ACTION FOR ART EDUCATION AND SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Art Practices:
- CREATING
- PRESENTING
- RESPONDING
- CONNECTING

Social-Emotional Components:
- SELF-MANAGEMENT AND SELF-DISCIPLINE
- INTERPERSONAL AND RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
- SELF-EXPRESSION AND IDENTITY

ART EDUCATION PROCESS: VISUAL ARTS

ART COMPETENCY

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL COMPETENCY
The social-emotional components of an art practice amount to opportunities for young people to bring forth and exercise a set of social-emotional competencies. The result of this exercise is a change (hopefully an improvement) in those competencies. For example, we earlier described a visual arts class in which peer critique (an art education practice) offered students opportunities to develop listening skills, practice at communicating clearly with peers, and manage emotions. We would expect that, after participating in several such peer critiques, students’ social-emotional competencies would be further developed and students would be more able to employ these competencies. The students would, at least to some degree, be different as listeners, speakers, and as people who can understand and respond constructively to others’ emotions.

The mechanism for arts education to develop social-emotional competencies is through the social-emotional components of the art practices that comprise an art education process.

The illustration of these concepts in Figure 5 also acknowledges (through the bidirectional arrow between art competencies and social-emotional competencies) that not only are social-emotional competencies affected by participation in the arts, but art competency may also depend on social-emotional competency. That is, social-emotional and artistic competencies are mutually reinforcing; artistic competencies both affect and are affected by one’s competencies in the social-emotional realm. For example, students’ artistic skills and identities as artists have an impact on the way they interact with the world from a social-emotional perspective. At the same time, students pursuing technically demanding art forms may require significant self-discipline, self-regulation, and perseverance to master the competencies required by that art form. Students pursuing art forms that emphasize personal voice and expression need to find ways to access, work with, and express their emotions and experiences in the context of their artistic practice. Arts education provides a particular avenue for social-emotional development, and social-emotional competencies, in turn, contribute to one’s developing artistic skills and knowledge.

The empirical literature and the participants in our interviews tended to focus almost exclusively on the positive impact that arts education has on social-emotional development. Indeed, many of the stakeholders we interviewed described specific expectations about how arts education would serve as a social-emotional “technology” to help students work on specific areas of development. For example, some parents saw theatre classes as a way to increase their shy children’s self-confidence in public speaking. Music instructors emphasized the value in practicing an instrument as a mechanism for developing self-discipline or the benefits for interpersonal skills in being part of an orchestra. And parents, students, and visual arts teachers all described ways they believed painting and drawing would afford opportunities for self-expression, exploration of personal interests, and stress relief.

We can think of these kinds of changes in social-emotional competencies—changes that support young people’s development and contribute to their ability to eventually meet the complex expectations and demands of adulthood—as being positive. However, the impact of an arts experience on social-emotional competencies can also be more negative if it acts as an impediment to future development or makes life more difficult (e.g., increased anxiety or feelings of inadequacy, shame, or isolation).

The relevant question is not if an art practice will affect a social-emotional competency, but how it will happen and what arts educators can do to improve the odds that the impact is positive. This theory therefore highlights the importance of educators intentionally and consciously helping students take advantage of the opportunities to practice social-emotional components of an art practice and guide them toward improved social-emotional competencies based on their arts experiences.

**Cultural Beliefs about Arts Education**

The dynamic relationship between arts education and social-emotional development described in this theory of action doesn’t happen in a vacuum; the cultural beliefs students, instructors, and others bring to particular learning settings influence every aspect of the process we describe here, from the social-emotional components that are the most likely complements to particular art practices, to the art practices that are likely to comprise an art education process, to the meaning that arts instructors or learners ascribe to their arts experiences. Such cultural beliefs both shape and are shaped by the larger community and social contexts in which arts education happens.

---

This research surfaced some important ways in which cultural beliefs about the role of the arts and of arts education may shape the actual connections between arts education and social-emotional learning. In a different time and place, with a different set of cultural beliefs about the role of the arts, some of these perceived connections between the arts and social-emotional competencies might be quite different. But in the context in which we conducted this research, we noted a widespread belief among parents, students, educators, and others that the arts—generally, or a particular art form or artistic practice—can play a special role in social-emotional development.

Beliefs about this special role of the arts were rooted, both in the research literature and among many of those we spoke with, in the Romantic ideal of art as being about “the beautiful and the sublime,” and uniquely capable of facilitating emotional expression and spiritual transcendence. Many arts educators, parents, and even students spoke in some way of the idea that “art is about emotions.” These beliefs about the access that arts education gives to the emotional or spiritual realm are in contrast to the beliefs we heard about what other academic subjects were about, and this shared viewpoint could strengthen the pathway between developmental experiences in the arts and social-emotional development.

One of the most consistent elements of effective arts instruction that emerged in our research is the practice of teachers creating a “safe space” in which students can participate in the arts. Many arts educators operate on the belief that arts participation requires an environment in which students feel comfortable taking productive risks, being challenged, feeling discomfort, and growing emotionally. While there may be no single answer or “key” to how this is done, safe spaces are rooted in consciously and intentionally created environments of trust. Creating safe, developmental spaces may also involve educators finding opportunities to facilitate student agency and to be responsive to student desire: Where can arts learners make meaningful choices? Where can developing artists get excited about the learning process and make it their own? Where do students feel comfortable expressing themselves with trusted adults and peers? All of these features of arts education settings tend to play prominently in how arts teachers view their role.

**FIGURE 6. CULTURAL BELIEFS INFLUENCE THE ARTS EDUCATION PROCESS**

---
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There are also significant, though not universal, differences between the way the arts are taught compared to other subjects. Many teaching artists identified a strong connection between art and the idea of exploring the culture and beliefs of oneself and of others. For example, some arts educators make pedagogical choices to emphasize the connection between art and culture, making arts education a vehicle for cultural expression. Arts education thus can provide a venue for young people to explore and express their cultural identity while also enhancing their engagement and building their knowledge and appreciation of other cultures. For example, some arts educators make pedagogical choices to emphasize the connection between art and culture, making arts education a vehicle for cultural expression. Arts education thus can provide a venue for young people to explore and express their cultural identity while also enhancing their engagement and building their knowledge and appreciation of other cultures.

Relatedly, some arts educators also view the arts as an opportunity to engage social justice themes and as a means of making critical commentary on society. Movement and embodiment are also accepted and often welcomed in arts settings, in part because personhood, identity, and emotions are central to many types of arts teaching and learning.

Differentiation among student needs to teach a common set of skills is a key element of good teaching in any subject. Perhaps because of the absence of standardized testing and standardized curriculum, as well as a strong belief among arts instructors that the arts are adaptable to different needs, interests, personalities, and abilities, differentiation emerged as especially relevant in the arts. Arts instructors in this project emphasized the importance of meeting students where they are, holding this kind of flexibility as a core value of quality arts teaching and learning.

Collectively, these themes in how the arts are taught today can facilitate a special kind of relationship between students and art educators and between students and their peers. Both the research literature and many of those we spoke to reported that students have more trusting relationships with their art educators than with other types of teachers, and feel comfortable in their arts classes disclosing and working through challenging situations they may be facing. For certain students, the depth of enjoyment that they get from art and the relationships they have with their art educators may motivate them to stay involved in arts learning (and may motivate them to stay engaged in school more generally). In some cases, a passion for one or more art forms also has important effects on the relationships that a student has with peers and adults, and this shift in relationships may in turn affect not only social-emotional competencies, but other student outcomes as well. For example, some parents and classroom teachers spoke of seeing particular children in a new light after observing their music, dance, or theatre performance. These data suggest that the experience of seeing a child as talented in one setting may lead an adult away from a deficit perspective to instead focus on that child’s potential.

"Kids just have to have outside interests... I think having that identity is what contributes to confidence and growth and the social side of life and interpersonal skills...I feel like you could have this same conversation about... math or English, depending on how those classes are structured.”

So are the arts different? Do the arts have a special role to play in social-emotional development among young people? Regardless of whether the theory presented here describes the actual effect of “art itself” on social-emotional learning or the effect of cultural and contextual beliefs about what art is and what it can do, educators in all contexts can learn much from the ways that many arts educators leverage the rich set of affordances for social-emotional learning described in this report. Indeed, many instructional frameworks already embed ideas like the ones discussed here in their definitions of good teaching in any subject.

---

31 Ladson-Billings (1994).
32 This is, of course, not always the case. Adult expectations of behavior are often situated within White, mainstream social norms that may differ from some students’ perceptions and experiences, and arts can be taught in a manner that alienates students of color by upholding social and cultural norms about what is and is not art or by elevating particular art forms or practices over others.
33 Deasy (2002); Piake (1999); Hoxie & Debellis (2014).
34 For example, the CPS Framework for Teaching (https://www.ctunet.com/rights-at-work/text/2013-CPS-Framework-for-Teaching-w-Critical-Attributes_20130930.pdf) includes many of these concepts in its definition of Proficient and Distinguished teaching.
A theatre teaching artist noted, in reflecting on the way in which her work might affect students socially and emotionally, that “One of the hardest things in class is showing up, just showing up.” So she designed an activity around “showing up”: having each student stand up, one by one, while the other students clapped, and recite a line using a “performance voice.” At the end of the activity, a classroom teacher approached the theatre teaching artist, so moved that she herself could barely speak, and said, “That child doesn’t talk.” The teaching artist noted that this was normal—sometimes students did not wish to talk in front of their peers. The classroom teacher replied “No, you don’t understand, it’s on his IEP. We try to get him to speak, he doesn’t speak. He has elective mutism.” But in the context of this theatre activity, he chose to use his voice.
CHAPTER 2
Exploring Arts Education and Social-Emotional Learning in Practice

What does the connection between arts education and social-emotional learning look like in practice? To help illustrate this theory and some possible connections between arts education and social-emotional learning, we discuss in this section the empirical evidence from extant research literature and our Chicago fieldwork.

In both the literature and our fieldwork, three domains of social-emotional competencies seemed most prevalent, so we use these to organize this discussion:
- Self-management and discipline (intrapersonal)
- Social and relationship skills (interpersonal)
- Self-expression and identity

Together, these three domains comprise the social-emotional competencies (see Figure 2 on page 15)—the cognitive, social, and emotional skills, beliefs, and behaviors—that enable young people to interact productively with others, build and express a healthy sense of self and community, and work effectively toward their goals. The first two domains align with the intrapersonal (self-management)/interpersonal (social-relational) distinction made by the National Research Council in its study, *Education for Life and Work.* These are also consistent with the categorization by Collaborative on Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL), which links self-awareness and self-management, and then social awareness and relationship skills, as four of their five core social-emotional competencies. Our third domain of “self-expression and identity” aligns with the “integrated identity” component of the UChicago Consortium’s *Foundations for Young Adult Success* framework. These human competencies are interrelated and mutually reinforcing; developing competence in one area supports development in another. Studies of the effects of arts education in our literature review commonly looked at outcomes across these three domains, and these were most often mentioned by participants in focus groups and interviews with students, arts educators, parents, and arts program administrators in Chicago.

While this section draws on the empirical evidence from the research literature and our Chicago fieldwork, it is not a “test” of our theory. We do not attempt in this section to specify every potential link between arts education and social-emotional learning. Nor do we review the individual studies that comprise the research on arts education on social-emotional learning. Much of this research is descriptive (describing arts programs and describing the kinds of benefits that participants believed they gained from participating) with little rigorous experimental evidence. Rather, we aim in this section to explore what we know and hypothesize about some of these links and, in the process, to provide examples that illustrate ways the theory can help practitioners be more thoughtful and creative in taking advantage of opportunities for social-emotional growth that arts education affords.

**Self-Management and Self-Discipline**
Self-management and self-discipline describe the skills students require to take responsibility for their own behavior and well-being and to pursue the goals that they set. While self-discipline connotes making oneself do something one must do, self-management includes recognizing, “owning,” and being able to direct one’s own emotions, behaviors, and attention toward one’s desired purposes. Self-regulation, metacognition (thinking about thinking), motivation, responsibility,
perseverance, and “grit” are among the social-emotional competencies that fit most clearly within this domain.

Researchers, arts education practitioners, parents, and even students describe a variety of ways in which art education processes may promote improved self-management and self-discipline. For example, learning in arts education often requires extensive practice to meet the exacting requirements of a particular art form. To play an instrument, you must learn to use your hands, mouth, and/or breath to form the notes. To perform Swan Lake, you must first learn the names and shapes of basic ballet positions and be able to conform your body to them. Developing basic competence requires focused effort and repetition, and developing mastery requires years of dedicated practice. For an area of education often perceived as recreational, arts education can be highly demanding. But such exactitude has payoffs. Sam,38 an elementary school student whose mother felt that taking piano lessons was important for him to develop self-management skills, pointed out the ways in which arts education pressed on him the need to do things the right way. He said, “It changes the way I think, because I used to think, ‘Oh if I could get this done really quickly and find the shortest solution.’ I think it has changed my brain, like ‘Take your time on it, and do it correct, and figure it out instead of just going through it quickly.’” He also contrasted the arts education context—specifically his art class—to other subject areas—specifically math—saying, “Painting you can’t really have shortcuts. You have to take your time with it...But for math, there’s always shortcuts that people find, so I don’t think you have to put in as much focus as you do with painting.”

38 All names from our fieldwork are pseudonyms.
Angela, a music educator in Chicago, was working with one of her middle school students, Monique, to prepare for a piano recital. Monique had previously dealt with a variety of anxiety-related issues, several of which rose to the surface during the recital preparations. Angela recognized this as an opportunity for Monique to practice dealing with her anxiety in a new context.

Angela normalized Monique’s anxiety, noting that all musicians face this challenge. Then, the two imagined “What if the worst case scenario happens, and you completely blank out, you walk off stage, you can’t do it. The next morning you wake up, the earth is still turning, things are still the same, nobody really talks about it, everybody forgot about it.” Angela also gave Monique breathing and mindfulness practices to use leading up to the recital.

These conversations also brought to mind a strategy Monique had used to overcome anxiety during basketball games, which she called “getting inside the game.” Angela helped Monique transfer this approach to music by discussing “Paying attention to your goals musically, technically, what kind of posture are you going to sit with, paying attention to the physicality of the performance, paying attention to the rise and fall of the melodic line.”

On the day of the recital, the student who performed before Monique experienced severe anxiety during the performance. Instead of being overcome by anxiety herself, Monique was able to be compassionate and empathetic toward this other student in a way that helped her to activate her anxiety-coping strategies. Monique ended up having a successful recital performance.

**Art Education Process:** Middle school student taking piano lessons

**Art Practice:** Preparing for and then performing in a piano recital

**Social-Emotional Components:** Dealing with performance anxiety using breathing and mindfulness practices; focusing on the details of the art practice as a way of removing anxiety-provoking distractions; practicing compassion and empathy for others

**Social-Emotional Competencies:** Improved skills for self-management and self-regulation; ability to transfer social-emotional competencies from one domain to another; compassion and empathy for others

**Takeaway for Teachers:** Art practices may activate students’ underlying social and emotional challenges, but can provide a novel context in which to productively work through these challenges using new strategies. By being attuned to the ways in which art practices draw upon students’ underlying personal needs, issues, and characteristics, educators can find ways to use the challenge of the experience to intentionally and consciously promote creative personal and interpersonal growth.
Art Education Process: MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT TAKING PIANO LESSONS

Art Practices:

PERFORMING

RESPONDING

CONNECTING

Social-Emotional Components:

SELF-MANAGEMENT AND SELF-DISCIPLINE

INTERPERSONAL AND RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

SELF-EXPRESSION AND IDENTITY

Art Competency:

Social-Emotional Competency:

DEALING WITH PERFORMANCE ANXIETY

FOCUSING ON THE DETAILS OF THE ART PRACTICE

PRACTICING COMPASSION AND EMPATHY FOR OTHERS
Arts education can also serve as a forum for rehearsing emotions that students will both experience and need to manage in their real lives. Larson and Brown (2007) theorized that arts programs “are important settings for understanding emotional development, first, because they are typically contexts of instrumental goal-directed activity and thus may help prepare adolescents for the emotional dynamics of adult work settings.” A theatre student in Chicago discussed the experience of rehearsing and then performing in front of a live audience, and the way these experiences helped to develop their emotional repertoire. “It’s definitely different during rehearsals and then the actual show. Like, your attitude is very different, I think. In rehearsals, you want to do your best and try your hardest, but in the actual performance when there’s a live audience and everybody’s there…. You kind of have to force yourself to be in the situation, like someone else’s shoes, but putting yourself into an imaginary person’s shoes. There’s a quote on the wall, I forget who it’s by, but it’s like, acting is reacting truthfully to imaginary situations, or something like that, I don’t know. But it’s really interesting because it’s true, you’re in a fake situation, but you have to act how your character would really act.”

Many programs in the literature advocate for an arts-integration model, in which the arts are integrated into core subject areas, such as history or language arts. Integration practices include activities such as acting out a story which might mirror a real-world dilemma or drawing pictures for a story a student writes. Through these activities, students have the opportunity to “rehearse” emotions—sometimes from other people’s perspectives, sometimes from their own—which may improve self-regulation. Brown and Sax (2013) reported, in their mixed-methods study of an arts-integrated preschool program, that children participating in the program “showed greater growth in teacher-rated levels of positive and negative emotion regulation.” Other studies have shown that the self-regulatory benefits of arts education can transfer to other domains.

Self-management and self-discipline are not simply skills to “make oneself” do something that is beneficial but unpleasant. Broader research on achievement motivation shows clearly that human beings work hard at things they care about and for which they feel some opportunity for choice and autonomy. Therefore, arts settings can provide opportunities for young people to experience the benefits of working hard by giving them ownership over that work. This ownership can exist for a variety of reasons, including an emphasis on the process (rather than the product); allowing students to imbue art works with emotion or personal meaning; or having students serve as creators of art, rather than mere appreciators. Larson and Brown’s (2007) study of the student production of Les Misérables found that students “almost always framed the learning process as one in which they were the agents of change.”

Feeling motivated is key to self-management. Sam, the student who compared the rigors of his painting class to that of his math class, confirms the importance of this ownership, noting, “I like painting, I like bringing the artwork to my house, like showing it off…you can show your emotions through it. So you go there, you paint what you want to paint.” Perhaps this sense of ownership fueled Sam’s improved self-management and discipline in doing his work without seeking shortcuts.

Of course, arts education is not always connected to positive social-emotional outcomes. Art practices present many opportunities to develop improved competencies at self-management and self-discipline, but this outcome is not a foregone conclusion. For example, while some students may develop perseverance and grit when they are made to practice an instrument, the same experience in other students may create feelings of resentment and hostility and create perceptions among parents or teachers of laziness or defiance. Students may
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learn to take shortcuts or use deception to get out of practicing. Over time, such feelings, judgments, and behaviors may create a negative feedback loop that leaves the young person doubting their own abilities or thinking of themselves in a negative light rather than learning to persevere through challenges.

Arts educators who are attentive to these possibilities can take care to ensure that opportunities for self-management are coupled with a concerted effort to make arts learning meaningful and engaging for students. Growing and succeeding in the arts demands practice, whether rehearsing scales, running lines, perfecting techniques, or any other repetitive task. But it is not always enough to tell students to practice. Educators can also consciously and intentionally identify practice as an opportunity to develop a social-emotional competency that can serve them in other endeavors going forward: that of dedicating one’s self to improvement through focused practicing. Highlighting the personal stake a student can take in the activity can drive that student to a desire to “make perfect.” And this quest for perfection can create a repeated cycle of rehearsal, often involving a variety of emotions, including frustration and satisfaction, which will come into play in the world outside of the arts.

**Interpersonal and Relationship Skills**

Interpersonal and relationship skills relate to students’ abilities to understand others’ feelings and perspectives, as well as the social and ethical norms which contribute to their ability to maintain healthy and rewarding relationships. Relationship-building, teamwork, empathy, and perspective-taking are among the social-emotional competencies that fit within this domain.

Arts education is commonly believed by practitioners, students, and parents alike to aid in the development of young people's interpersonal and relationship skills. Art education processes often include highly social activities that provide students with opportunities to express themselves, interact in novel ways, and work collectively, practicing and developing interpersonal skills such as collaboration, communication, and conflict resolution.

School-based arts classes or community arts programs often bring together youth from many different cultural backgrounds and experiences. As one Chicago high school student described, “I mean theatre is a shared interest… [but not necessarily] a shared identity…. There’s a community with theatre, but it’s more of a bonding through the long rehearsal hours rather than bonding over a shared identity.”

Developing their interpersonal skills can also aid students in getting the most benefit from their relationships with artists, peers, and others in their art education settings, increasing their ability to leverage social and cultural capital. However, the extent to which these outcomes are realized is likely to vary both from one student to another and by how students’ identities are acknowledged by teacher pedagogy and art form. Learners need to feel that they can bring themselves fully into a setting and that they are seen and known in order to fully engage in learning.

Of the various art education processes in which students may engage, those that involve performing are most commonly expected to foster interpersonal skills in students because of the importance of social involvement and peer-to-peer collaboration. In a study of a theatre program, for example, one student reported, “Socially I think it changed me. Like, because I am interacting with people doing something I like, I think it’s—for some strange reason I think it has made me more open and able to talk with people my age and socialize a little more. Like before, I was very meek and I guess kinda shy like, I never really made friends? But then I finally, I just started to make some.”

---
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In Emotional Development in Adolescence: What Can Be Learned from a High School Theater Program (2007), Larson and Brown studied a group of high school students participating in their school’s spring theatre production of Les Misérables. Over the course of three spring months leading up to the musical’s performance, Larson and Brown conducted a series of interviews with parents, teachers, and a sample of 10 actors out of the group of 110 who were part of the production.

The students in the production described entering “a whole ‘nother world” each day they came to the theatre for rehearsal. The culture of this world was consciously cultivated by the adult leaders of the program and included three central features that were designed to help students share in and learn from the emotion of the performance.

First, the adult leaders established and set high expectations for a commitment to the work of putting on the production. In doing so, they created a culture “in which this work and effort was not just expected, it was celebrated.”

Second, the leaders recognized, accepted, and even modeled the strong emotions that they expected to be part of the process of preparing for the production. The modeling of emotions by the adult leaders was intentionally focused on enhancing constructive collaboration.

Third, the leaders established a culture that provided emotional support, intentionally and consciously encouraging cast and crew to be respectful and supportive of one another.

- **Art Education Process:** High school students rehearsed for a production of Les Misérables
- **Art Practice:** Rehearsing and performing scenes in preparation for a formal presentation of the production
- **Social-Emotional Components:** Working together to accomplish a goal with minimal adult supervision; experiencing regular successes and failures; having repeated opportunities to engage in challenging activities; observing peers going through all of the above
- **Social-Emotional Competencies:** Deeper understanding and awareness of one’s own emotions; ability to recognize the emotional states of others; greater skill at recognizing the effects of emotion on behavior
- **Takeaway for Teachers:** The rehearsal process is an ideal setting for students to repeatedly engage with emotional experiences. These repeated opportunities allow students to practice working with emotions, at a remove from their personal experiences, and thus learn how to understand their own and their peers’ emotional states and achieve better emotional regulation for self and group success.

CHAPTER 2  Exploring Arts Education and Social-Emotional Learning in Practice

Theatre

Art Practices:
- CREATING
- PERFORMING
- RESPONDING

Social-Emotional Components:
- SELF-MANAGEMENT AND SELF-DISCIPLINE
- INTERPERSONAL AND RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
- SELF-EXPRESSION AND IDENTITY

Art Education Process: HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS REHEARSED FOR A PRODUCTION OF LES MISÉRABLES

Art Competency: UNDERSTANDING AND BEING AWARE OF EMOTIONS

Social-Emotional Competency: RECOGNIZING THE EFFECTS OF EMOTION ON BEHAVIOR
Some arts practitioners report that changes like this occur precisely because the opportunities to practice interpersonal skills are so intrinsically tied to the art forms.\textsuperscript{59} For example, dance and theatre require students to move in synchrony with one another while following cues and choreography, drawing on verbal and nonverbal communication and spatial awareness of the self as well as others.\textsuperscript{60} In his expansive compendium of studies on arts and learning, Deasy (2002) speculates that the act of engaging in fantasy play allows students to develop perspective-taking and conflict-resolution skills because of the common occurrence of conflict while students develop plots and characters. Baker and Homan (2007), in their study of a music program in a juvenile detention center that included rap, music sequencing, and production, attest to the opportunities offered to participants to engage in “individual and collective communication.”\textsuperscript{61} One participant, Laurence, reported, “I shared my lyrics with someone to let them know how I express myself inside. I showed my talent with somebody else and enjoyed it. It made me feel good I shared my lyrics and you shared your skill with me and we both understood each other’s way of living.” Laurence’s experience perfectly illustrates the ways in which these interactions allow for an iterative and interlocking process that allows participants to practice, build, and expand their artistic, personal, and interpersonal repertoire.

Teamwork and accountability are also important elements of some arts education experiences that can provide opportunities for students to practice interpersonal and relationship skills. Alemán et al. (2016) examined \textit{El Sistema}, a music curriculum that emphasizes social interactions through group instruction and group performances, finding that it improved self-control and reduced behavioral difficulties as students worked together to perform music. The authors also pointed out that “the skills that allow children to control their emotions and behavior during school age are closely related to skills used to secure and maintain good jobs and healthy relationships,”\textsuperscript{62} signalling a transfer from the realm of arts education to other contexts, beyond the given art activity. This feeling of accountability to others may extend not just to the other members of a team, but to an audience as well. In their study of the student production of \textit{Les Misérables}, Larson and Brown (2007) found that students “voiced a sense of responsibility to create a good performance for the audience.”\textsuperscript{63}

Extracurricular art activities that offer opportunities for students to conceptualize and lead projects and mentor or teach other students may also help develop interpersonal and relationship skills.\textsuperscript{64} For example, the Youth Art Board at the Hyde Park Art Center is fundamentally designed to foster young people’s ability to lead, design, and implement arts programs. Youth Art Board members are responsible for developing projects, managing budgets, and working with staff and teaching artists to carry out plans. Kiesel et al. (2006) found in their study of the effects of participating in a theatre program for “at-risk” students that students displayed increases of prosocial behaviors following the program. Lerner and Mikami (2012) found that participating in theatre games “improved social behavior and perspective taking” in youth with autism spectrum disorder.\textsuperscript{65} In a study of student participation in a middle school music program, the researcher noted that “belongingness” seemed to be an important factor in students’ experience, commenting that music “lends itself to social functions quite naturally.”\textsuperscript{66}

As is the case with self-management and self-discipline, arts educators can take advantage of many art practices by consciously and intentionally attending to the social-emotional components of those practices to develop interpersonal and relationship skills. For example, an art practice like rehearsing a scene in a theatre class will have social-emotional components, and these components are likely to provide students with opportunities to practice interpersonal and relationship skills like relationship-building, empathy, and teamwork. But the fact that these opportunities exist is no guarantee that the students will take away from them the kinds of lessons that ultimately contribute to their ability to develop healthy and rewarding relationships or to understand social and ethical norms. Educators can consciously and intentionally identify the rehearsal as an opportunity to develop these skills and discuss with them how such skills can serve them in other endeavors going forward.

\textsuperscript{59} McCammon et al. (2012); Aldridge (1995), as cited in Ulfarsdottir & Erwin (1999); Bunt (1997), as cited in Ulfarsdottir & Erwin (1999).
\textsuperscript{60} Hanna (2008); Gilbert (2002), as cited in Dow (2010); Sansom (2011).
\textsuperscript{61} Baker & Homan (2007).
\textsuperscript{62} Alemán et al. (2016), p. 446.
\textsuperscript{63} Larson & Brown (2007).
\textsuperscript{64} Green & Kindseth (2011); Hoxie & Debellis (2014), Interview.
\textsuperscript{65} Lerner & Mikami (2012), p. 1509.
\textsuperscript{66} Davis (2009).
Self-Expression and Identity

Social-emotional competencies related to self-expression and identity help students develop an integrated identity: the “internal compass that a young adult uses to make decisions consistent with her values, beliefs, and goals.” This internal compass enables students to maintain a sense of who they are across different contexts and to resolve conflicts between different aspects of the self (e.g., race/ethnicity, gender, age). An integrated identity also provides a foundation for other social-emotional competencies, regardless of how it is developed. As one Chicago elementary school parent described, “I want [my daughter] to have an identity in high school. I don’t care what it is, whether you’re a basketball player or an artist or yearbook [editor], but something... And I think having that identity is what contributes to confidence and growth and the social side of life and interpersonal skills and all of that. ...it’s kind of acclimating kids with other interests and getting them involved, and what that does for them socially and interpersonally and from a confidence perspective.”

There is widespread agreement among practitioners, students, and qualitative researchers that arts education in any art form can support this kind of self-expression and identity development. As one veteran dance teacher expressed, “My one recurring thought was that the most basic mission of dance in education (and this is true of all of the arts) is to leave all students touched by a sense of themselves as whole, moving, thinking, feeling, and culturally valued individuals.” One avenue through which this may happen is the opportunity many art practices present to draw upon personal experience. In arts education, more than traditional academic classes, the “content” is in large part drawn from students’ own observations and lived experiences, as opposed to an entirely external body of knowledge to be acquired. As sculptor Stephen De Staebler described, “At the core of all artistic efforts is the concern to express and experience what it means to be human. To be human means more than to be able to think: It encompasses the integration of all the senses and faculties we associate with the human person.”

Theatre and dance classes are seen to be particularly powerful sites for identity development and self-expression because students are using their own bodies as the medium for conveying feelings and ideas. In a study of the effects of creative dance, Murray (1973) noted that dance provided “a primary medium for expression involving the total self (not just a part, like the voice) or totally separated from the physical self (like painting or sculpture). Dance and the movement that produces it is ‘me’ and, as such, is the most intimate of expressive media. A child’s self-concept, his own identity and self-esteem are improved in relation to such use of his body’s movements.”

VIGNETTE #3
Graffiti and Identity

Tom is a visual arts teacher in an elementary school in Chicago. He recently completed a lesson with his sixth-graders on graffiti art. As Tom describes, “I wanted to not only teach them the differences of street art and vandalism and the right and wrong of everything, but I wanted them to choose a voice within their art. So they could choose a word or statement through that project and say something that they were feeling.”

The context for the lesson was important. The population of the school was almost entirely Latino, and, in Tom’s words, “I think there was a lot of fear around that time last year, when there was just a lot of things with immigration in Chicago, tracking people, we had students not showing up to class because of it.”

In the course of teaching this lesson, some of Tom’s students began to feel more comfortable expressing their previously unspoken ideas and fears about this difficult topic. Tom’s approach of asking the students to focus on finding a voice led the students to engage with their own identities in the current political context and think in new ways about how they can and do fit in their communities.

• **Art Education Process:** Classroom lesson on graffiti for sixth-grade students

• **Art Practice:** Students learning about expressing a voice within their art by choosing words or statements that they would want to express with graffiti

• **Social-Emotional Components:** Some students used the opportunity to express opinions on current events and the impact of those events on their lives—for example, with regard to anti-immigrant sentiment. In the words of the teacher, “They were able to kind of put it [graffiti] out there and see that it can be acceptable, and in an art form that kind of does have a bad name, they can practice it, and learn it, and get some history about it, but also use it to speak their mind.”

• **Social-Emotional Competencies:** This was an isolated lesson, but it allowed students to express ideas and feelings about which they had not previously been open. This helped their teacher to know what they were anxious about, and to respond to that anxiety. The satisfaction of discussing ideas that they hadn’t had an opportunity to express before also helped students to better understand the complex messages that graffiti artists are trying to communicate through their art form.

• **Takeaway for Teachers:** In the words of this teacher, “That’s one of the best examples of giving those students the ability to think for themselves. So they’ve worked on the technical aspects of the art, but then they can take that and use it for however they feel.” Self-expression is a widely used term, and it has the potential to become a meaningless cliché. However, this is a clear case where a teacher was able to combine the artistic lesson with an opportunity for students to articulate their opinions and anxieties about life—in this case, about current events.
CHAPTER 2 | Exploring Arts Education and Social-Emotional Learning in Practice

Visual Arts

Art Practices:
- Creating
- Responding
- Connecting

Social-Emotional Components:
- Self-management and self-discipline
- Interpersonal and relationship skills
- Self-expression and identity

Art Education Process: Classroom Lesson on Graffiti for Sixth-Grade Students

Art Competency: Express Your Voice

Social-Emotional Competency: Expressing Ideas and Feelings

Understanding Complex Messages Through Graffiti

We Are One
Particular art practices in any art form may call upon students to bring forth something from within themselves that is uniquely theirs. As one program administrator described, “Arts gets to some place that I would call intrinsic. It sticks with you in a lot of ways and it’s got an emotional connection in a way that is harder to get to in a math or science... When you ask students to participate in an art-making activity, you are asking them to participate in creating something and their voice gets to be a part of that... Even if I were to have a class of say, 15 students here and they were all to be doing a still-life drawing... None of them are going to be the same. Ever. And that is a beautiful thing! Whereas, you give 15 people a math exercise, you want them all to be the same... But with art... that is what we get [with] every art experience. Everybody is doing something completely different.”

This personal, emotional connection to the work can require students to take risks, risks that educators can use as opportunities for developing a more integrated sense of self. As one researcher noted after conducting a focus group with participants in a dance program, “It is striking that dance, a performing art, should turn out to accord these young women more occasions than their schools did to take the intellectual risks and exploratory chances necessary to achieve real growth. Such risk-taking also helps young people develop a durable sense of identity—one that is not fixed but that shifts in nuanced and thoughtful ways, responding spontaneously to the inevitably unpredictable nature of life.... For the young women I worked with, dance enabled them to become the people they aspired to be.”

In addition to the content of art classes drawing from students’ own experience, art practices can be avenues for identity exploration and discovery. For example, in a study of 673 high school students in 14 vocal music ensembles, researchers surveyed students about their views on the meaning of their high school choral singing experience. “The results... lend support to the idea that musical experiences help individuals to discover their own identity or, as one participant in the pre-pilot study stated, ‘to find out who I am.’” Blatner (1995) argued that role playing within the context of theatre education “teaches people skills for participating in the creation of their own unfolding identities.” In particular, “Role playing not only fosters the ability to relinquish one’s egocentric viewpoint and...open imaginatively to the perspective of the other, but it also helps consolidate a deeper identity....” Mitchell (2001) noted that hip-hop, with its four elements of MCing, DJing, graffiti writing, and breakdancing, constitutes processes through which identity is “actively imagined, created and constructed.”

Art processes may also promote self-expression and identity development when they are designed around the idea of exploring cultural identities that are more relevant to particular students than are dominant cultural norms. For example, research exploring Hip Hop Pedagogy suggests that artistic processes that capitalize on and value students’ cultural backgrounds and racial, gender, sexuality, and class identities have been found to foster positive relationships and build social networks that empower young people and connect them with communities that support their personal inquiry and artistic expression.

Presenting particular works of art focused on social justice issues to the public may also provide opportunities for young people to develop voice and identity, especially when these issues directly impact their lives. Harman and Smagorinsky (2014) describe how theatre for bilingual language learners and new immigrants served as a means to “reconstruct and depict a recurring social drama that had a profound impact on the students’ senses of self and agency as immigrants in what they have found to be a hostile and forbidding environment.” To perform this in public spaces as a form of civic engagement allowed students to promote change as it supported “young people’s growing political awareness and understanding of the agency they have in contesting bigoted conduct toward them and their immigrant communities” and “supported students in reimagining and reinterpreting aspects of their personal, interpersonal, and institutional lives.”

In some cases, the connection between arts education and identity development may be more direct: students may come to identify as an artist or a creative person. As one student described, “I made a tiny little pin cushion, and I was so happy. I brought it to school... I was like, you know, I sewed the button, I picked out the fabric, I cut it a certain way, I put them together, I did it inside-out, I stuffed it, I was really proud of myself. And it really does build confidence. ... it makes you feel like, Wow I did this! I didn’t know how to do this, but now I do. And I could tell people, oh yeah, I sew.”

73 Blatner (1995).
75 Pulido (2009); Rodríguez (2009).
76 Harmon & Smagorinsky (2014).
The social-emotional competencies that comprise the self-expression and identity domain are important contributors to a young person’s development, and there are significant opportunities in arts education to promote growth of these competencies. This may be the domain in which it is most natural for arts educators to fully take advantage of these opportunities. As the examples provided in this section illustrate, arts educators often expect art practices to encourage students to express themselves and explore their own identity. Young people can also consciously and intentionally use many art practices as opportunities to take risks, engage with social and cultural issues, and reflect on their experiences, each of which can contribute to developing a more completely integrated identity.

Summary
Cultural beliefs about the arts often create an openness to consciously and intentionally exploring social-emotional development in ways that are not as accessible in other subject areas during the school day. Whether the link is between particular art practices and social-emotional competencies in the intrapersonal domain of self-management and self-discipline, the interpersonal domain of social and relationship skills, or the domain of self-expression and identity, art education processes can provide a wealth of opportunities for social-emotional learning.

However, arts education does not automatically lead to positive social-emotional development. Negative experiences in an art education process can, if not constructively engaged by arts educators, teach counterproductive social-emotional lessons. Students who have a bad experience in a live performance may, rather than learning grit or practicing perseverance, develop more severe anxiety around interpersonal or other communications. Without the supportive culture that arts educators seek to create, students whose artwork is misunderstood may, rather than developing a more integrated identity, develop less of a sense of self-worth.

Social-emotional development and meaning-making happen in arts education—indeed in all developmental experiences—regardless of whether the adults involved intentionally and consciously leverage the experiences to promote positive social-emotional outcomes. Rather than leaving the impact of arts experiences to chance, arts educators can foster positive social-emotional development by intentionally sequencing developmental experiences throughout art education processes, talking with students about their social and emotional experiences, and providing rich opportunities to reflect on those experiences in a supportive light.
The theory presented in this project aims to describe how arts education can play a role in the development of social-emotional competencies that enable young people to interact productively with others, build and express a healthy sense of self and community, and work effectively toward their goals. The theory is flexible and generalized; we seek to provide a framework for arts educators—and educators in other curricular areas—to think about how to structure their work in ways that most constructively support the social-emotional development of children and youth.

Art practices and the social-emotional components of these practices are at the core of this theory. They are two ways of describing the same observable activity. For example, in a story related by a theatre teacher we spoke to, the activity of students standing up to perform lines in front of the class was an art practice—rehearsing how to deliver lines—with a corresponding social-emotional component: For one child with elective mutism, it was a new opportunity to try to speak, and for other children, perhaps a chance to build confidence and agency.

These core building blocks of art practices and their social-emotional components are nested within larger art education processes and are iterative in their effects. By “nested,” we mean that each larger-scale education process (e.g., creating a mural, staging a play, performing a dance piece) is made up of many small-scale art practices (e.g., blending paint colors, rehearsing a scene, learning a dance step). By “iterative,” we mean that each small-scale practice and each large-scale process builds on the ones that came before; they are mutually reinforcing and cumulative.

Over time and within a set of influential contexts (the immediate art setting, the school or organization, the neighborhood and community, the broader society), these many interlocking layers of art and social-emotional learning can contribute to the development of both art competencies and social-emotional competencies in young people. An art practice, repeated over time, is usually designed to improve students’ art competencies. And the social-emotional components of the practice can, if repeated, lead to improved social-emotional competencies. For example, theatre students who have multiple opportunities to build confidence and agency through practicing of lines can, with constructive engagement by a supportive adult, gain in confidence and agency beyond the context of this particular art practice. In other words, art practices and related social-emotional components yield a set of outcomes and points of inflection—moments where students have opportunities to learn new skills and make new choices that, with continued repetition and practice, may turn into ingrained habits of mind and integrated parts of their identity.

What does all of this mean “on the ground?” One of our main objectives in describing the relationship between education in the arts and social and emotional learning outcomes is to provide practical suggestions for arts educators—indeed, for all educators—to bring back to their classrooms, studios, and performance spaces. In this section, we explore some of the most important implications of our research for educational practice.

Opportunity Is Critical to Development

A key takeaway for this project is applicable to both
arts educators and policymakers: healthy development depends on opportunity. Young people need a breadth of opportunities to thrive, from early childhood through young adulthood, and arts education should play a prominent role in cultivating that breadth.

Moreover, different types of activities are not interchangeable for individual students: some students love theatre, some love painting, others love a sport or math. Young people need access (geographic, financial, and culturally inclusive) to a wide range of high-quality activities—arts and non-arts, both in school and outside of school—so that they can find the ones that best suit them and ignite their passions.

This research was not designed to decipher what leads some kids to be interested in the arts more than sports, academics, or other extracurricular activities, much less what leads some kids to be particularly interested in one art form over another. What did become clear in the course of this project, however, is that young people and parents often view their arts education experiences as a critical and unique way for them to grow socially and emotionally.

For some students, a particular art discipline will “stick,” and that art form will become a passion they devote their lives to. Simply by virtue of the amount of time, energy, and emotion they invest in this art, these students are likely to learn a wide range of social and emotional lessons along the way. But the theory presented here is not focused only on those students for whom an art form becomes a passion. Even for those for whom the arts don’t “stick” in this way, whose attention is more focused on traditional academic subjects, sports, or some other extracurricular activity, exposure to arts education opportunities can still provide distinctive affordances for social-emotional learning. Like other learning outcomes, social-emotional learning is cumulative, so each social-emotional component is an opportunity for students to grow and build on what they’ve learned elsewhere.

**Intentionality Ensures That Opportunities Are Fully Leveraged**

One of the most important implications of this work for educational practice is that educators need to be intentional about the holistic development of their students. While the arts can provide a wealth of opportunities to encourage the development of social and emotional skills, our research highlights the important role an arts educator plays in drawing out the potential of these opportunities. Arts education is not a “black box” that magically confers social-emotional competencies, and arts educators who treat it as such are missing the chance to leverage the learning opportunities that the arts provide.

Instead, we argue that the real power of arts education to affect social-emotional outcomes lies in the moments of art practice and the corresponding social-emotional components of these practices. By paying attention to these components, arts educators can fully leverage the opportunities to promote social-emotional learning.

We heard from many students, parents, and teachers about arts education experiences that contributed in important ways to students’ social and emotional growth. We heard about how students’ confidence grew when they realized they had created something special in a visual arts context, about students who persisted through a challenging learning process in a dance class, and about students who better understood their own and others’ emotions when participating in a theatre program.

But there was also plenty we didn’t hear. Not every student takes the same social and emotional lesson away from a given visual art, dance, or theatre experience. Some students’ visual arts creations don’t breed confidence in their creative abilities; some dance students don’t persist; and some theatre students are unable to tap into the emotions of the characters they’re playing. Indeed, for some students, these experiences can leave more of a negative imprint than a positive one. Moreover, even among students who do take something positive away from an arts education experience, this research has made clear that there is not a tight fit between specific arts disciplines and the social and emotional growth opportunities they can afford. How an instructor teaches often matters more than what they teach.

This is exactly why intentionality in leveraging the opportunities afforded by arts education is so critical. In the hands of a skilled arts educator who pays close attention to how students are engaging socially and emotionally in the developmental experience of the art practices they’re bringing to their students, even these more negative or upsetting experiences can lead to growth. This does not mean that being intentional about
leveraging social-emotional components is easy. To the contrary, doing intentional social-emotional work can be quite difficult at times and is not necessarily a skill that is taught in teacher-training programs. Some might even argue that supporting students’ social-emotional development is instinctual— that it comes naturally to some instructors but less so to others.

At the same time, the ideas presented here should not be foreign to most educators. Many existing instructional frameworks emphasize the important role teachers play in creating an environment that is psychologically safe and engaging for learners, and for providing opportunities for students to practice self-management, build strong interpersonal and relationship skills, and engage in healthy self-expression. The definition of distinguished teaching in the Classroom Environment domain in the Chicago Public Schools’ Framework for Teaching, for example, includes language like, “students initiate respectful interactions with peers and teacher,” and “students take an active role in promoting respect and showing care about individual classmates’ interests and personalities.” Where social-emotional learning standards exist, aligning these standards with arts learning standards is another strategy for being intentional about taking advantage of the social-emotional affordances that might be available in a curriculum and its associated art practices. In calling for educators to be intentional in their efforts to promote social and emotional growth integrated within their academic discipline, this project builds on and is consistent with findings in the growing literature on social-emotional learning.

To provide opportunities for children and adolescents to develop in a holistic manner, it is important to provide scaffolding for social-emotional learning concepts, just as is the case when teaching math or other academic content. Supporting students’ social-emotional development encompasses a range of instructional approaches that must be implemented intentionally; students should have opportunities to explicitly learn about and apply social and emotional skills throughout their school day and in their after-school settings. Relatedly, Foundations for Young Adult Success: A Developmental Framework discusses the important role trusted adults can play in fostering opportunities for social and emotional growth—both by building supportive developmental relationships with and crafting developmental experiences for their students. Developmental experiences offer opportunities for young people to engage in various forms of action and reflection. It is through ongoing cycles of age-appropriate action and reflection experiences that young people build the four foundational components of long-term success (self-regulation, knowledge and skills, mindsets, and values) and develop agency, an integrated identity, and socially valued competencies.

Lessons for Other Subjects

Students and parents in this research tended to value the arts in large part because of the opportunities they presented for social and emotional growth, and because of how different their arts experiences were than their experiences in their conventional academic classrooms. From the idea that arts education should be conducted in “safe spaces” to the frequent focus on identity, movement, and self-discovery, arts educators frequently employ creative pedagogical strategies intended to engage students, and parents notice and value these strategies.

These differences between arts education and other educational contexts may not need to be as pronounced as they seem to be in most places today. Developmental experiences are at the core of social-emotional development, and there is nothing magical about the arts when it comes to providing opportunities for young people to engage in action (encountering, tinkering, choosing, practicing, and contributing) or reflection (describing, evaluating, connecting, envisioning, and integrating) experiences. Educators at large could explore ways to translate some arts educators’ strategies to their own classrooms, and could approach this translation creatively and without rigid preconceptions about which strategies can or cannot work for a given academic field or discipline.

For example, there does not appear to be anything inherent in or distinctive about the arts that makes it more essential for arts educators (as compared to educators in other subject areas) to create emotionally safe spaces for learning. The idea that learning and social and emotional growth are best facilitated when the classroom is a safe space—when students experience a sense of belonging and feel like they can trust the others in the room—is being more widely recognized in education contexts outside the arts. While arts teachers by no means have a monopoly on the right strategies for achieving this kind of safe environment, the fact that this is such a common theme in arts education suggests that educators at large can and should draw inspiration
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from the pedagogical and relational strategies used by arts educators.

Beyond creating safe spaces, educators outside the arts may be able to leverage some of the other opportunities that currently tend to be concentrated in the arts. Who is to say that science or math could not be taught in highly differentiated, relationship-driven ways that recognize the social aspects of teamwork or the emotional aspects of public performance? What can other educators learn from the connections that some arts students have with their arts educators? How can the freedom to move around in many arts education classrooms, and the benefits this freedom provides, be brought to other classrooms? The distinctiveness of arts classrooms may reflect generalizable pedagogical practices that could be used more often in other educational contexts (e.g., math or science classes), and educators in these other contexts could utilize these practices to more effectively achieve both academic and social-emotional learning goals.\(^4\) Arts integration into traditional academic classrooms may also help educators in traditional fields envision and experiment with new possibilities.

**What Research Is Needed**

Historically, education research too often has approached evaluating the effects of education from a deficit perspective. This also applies to much of the research on the effects of arts education reviewed for this report. In other words, research questions are often framed as whether “arts exposure” or participation in a formal arts program has positive effects on an “at-risk” or stigmatized group that reduces “gaps” between them and their more advantaged peers. This line of inquiry has led to a narrowing of how researchers describe the myriad ways that young people engage with artistic and creative practices, particularly those outside of culturally sanctioned artistic venues. The arts education research base could benefit from a more expansive view of what arts are and how students’ backgrounds and identity come into play in their engagement with the arts.

Perhaps the greatest need is for applied research that better articulates and explores the ways that specific art practices and pedagogical strategies in different contexts lead to different social-emotional competencies. Rather than asking “Does this arts program result in X outcomes?” researchers instead might ask “What are the mechanisms whereby particular arts activities support the development of specific social-emotional competencies?” While we would not argue in favor of an attempt to build a “recipe” for social-emotional learning through the arts, we do believe there is great potential value in being able to provide more research-based tools for arts educators who want to be intentional about their pedagogical approaches to social-emotional development. Important research questions for future studies might include: What opportunities do particular art practices provide for social-emotional development? Do the social-emotional affordances of a particular art practice vary, depending on the art form? How does a student’s interest in an art form affect the social-emotional outcomes of participation? How might arts educators intentionally draw on students’ cultural or other assets to increase the developmental effectiveness of particular art practices? How does the context in which an arts education process takes place affect the social-emotional outcomes of participation?

This project also highlights the need for a deeper understanding of the transferability of social-emotional components and how scaffolding of social-emotional learning outcomes happens. While our focus here has been on arts education, social-emotional learning opportunities emerge throughout students’ lives, and we know little about where and how the social and emotional lessons learned in one context transfer to other contexts, or how they may build upon one another. There are also relatively few mechanisms for coordinating efforts among the different adult actors that are connected to students’ lives.

**Conclusion**

The role that arts education plays in the school day has evolved over time, from being a subject with intrinsic value as a part of a well-rounded education, to being an instrument to improve school engagement and academic performance, to being a means of fostering social-emotional development. The potential value of arts education lies at the crossroads of these roles. It is also shaped by a widely shared cultural understanding of art as being a way to express emotions and ideas to others, as well as the emerging research consensus about the deep interconnections among cognitive, emotional, and social-relational aspects of human functioning. Arts education has often been placed at the periphery of the education world. But as our understanding about the process of learning improves, and as evidence mounts that learning is a deeply, fundamentally social and
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emotional as well as cultural process, it becomes clearer how and why arts education has much to contribute to children’s education and how, in the end, it can help schools and other institutions better support young people in becoming emotionally healthy, engaged, and productive adults.


Bartel, L. R., & Cameron, L. M. (2002, April 3). *Pedagogical dilemmas in dance and music: Balancing the demands of the art with the needs of the person*. Paper presented at the American Education Research Association Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA.
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